Mass-Spectrometry-Based Quantification of Protein-Bound Fatty Acid Synthesis Intermediates from Escherichia coli.
The production of fatty acids from simple nutrients occurs via a complex biosynthetic pathway with dozens of intermediate compounds and multiple branch points. Despite its importance for microbial physiology and biotechnology, critical aspects of fatty acid biosynthesis, especially dynamics of in vivo regulation, remain poorly characterized. We have developed a liquid chromatography/mass spectroscopy (LC-MS) method for relative quantification of fatty acid synthesis intermediates in Escherichia coli, a model organism for studies of fatty acid metabolism. The acyl carrier protein, a vehicle for the substrates and intermediates of fatty acid synthesis, is extracted from E. coli, proteolytically digested, resolved using reverse-phase LC, and detected using electrospray ionization coupled with a tandem MS. Our method reliably resolves 21 intermediates of fatty acid synthesis, with an average relative standard deviation in ratios of individual acyl-ACP species to total ACP concentrations of 20%. We demonstrate that fast sampling and quenching of cells is essential to accurately characterize intracellular concentrations of ACP species. We apply our method to examine the rapid response of fatty acid metabolism to the antibiotic cerulenin. We anticipate that our method will enable the characterization of in vivo regulation and kinetics of microbial fatty acid synthesis at unprecedented detail and will improve integration of fatty acid synthesis into models of microbial metabolism.